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a story about drug smuggling in india is often called
"the classic story of india". this movie depicts a drug

smuggling in india with the motive of greed. this movie
tells the story of a small village "bajrangi" where it was

a common sight for people to buy drug. and it was
common for smugglers to hide drugs in the common
bags of other villagers. and once the drug go through
someone's hand, the person may get into problem, as
drugs are dangerous and it can cause a lot of harm for

a person. the whole village was against the drug
smugglers. and they would keep a lookout for the

smugglers. many people die due to the drugs. but the
smugglers are not safe either. the village people have

their ways to get the drugs. and the smugglers are
caught by the villagers. the movie director rajkumar

santoshi's only son rajkumar santoshi jr. was cast as a
lead character for the movie. he was also the main
actor in the movie. rajkumar jr. is a famous actor in

hindi film. he has done acting in the movies like
"kammi", "coolie", "zinda", "dilwale" etc. played a lead
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role in the movie "kamla". he was cast as a lead
character in "bajrangi bhaijaan" also. he is seen in the
movie as a main character who is a minor character in
"kamla". he is seen as an aggressive kid in the movie.
in the movie, his character is shown as a child who is

not aware of the drug smuggling scene. and he is
innocent. he is not aware of the smuggling business.
but he is a kid, so he plays a role in a child's way. and
his character is like a child. he is seen in the movie as

a kid. he is shown as a kid in the movie.
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